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Competency
As a management trainer, speaker and coach, Sally has more than 15 years of diverse experiences
blended with exceptional qualifications. She’s helped thousands of managers and leaders develop
skills, have faith in their own abilities, and to perform more effectively than they’d ever dared hope.

Short Speaker Biography
Sally fast tracks manager productivity! She empowers managers to be conscious of their thinking
and actions: to be strong, authentic and confident in their roles. Sally is the skill-builder and insight
igniter who prepares and helps managers to build their own management and leadership legacy
from day one.
She's worked with managers at all levels, across a range on industries, such as aviation,
shipbuilding, oil and gas, telecos, education and finance. Sally brings diverse experiences to her
training, speaking and coaching influenced by having been in management roles and lived in
Germany, outback Queensland, the United Arab Emirates and now living in Sydney, Australia.

Topics
Here’s a small sample of topics Sally speaks about:
• The Big 3: the keys to successful management
• Build Your Management Success
• Every Day Is A Big Day In (Small) Business
• Collaborative Leadership
• Handling Issues Quickly and Effectively
• Supervisory Management Skills
• Interpersonal Communication Skills
• Handling Difficult Conversations
• Successful Feedback: the easy way

When You Book Sally
Sally prides herself on working with you to ensure a successful and engaging event.
• Sally will happily promote your event amongst her own diverse network using social media,
newsletter and her blogs.
• Sally can provide a topic relevant article for your organisation’s publication prior to the
event.
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•
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If you would like to audio or video record your event, please feel free to discuss with Sally
to explore how this can be accommodated easily and be mutually beneficial.
Sally will provide significant discount rates for bulk purchases of her book and product as
part of your event.

Publications & Products:
Book:
eBook:
Product:
Upcoming Book:
Upcoming Book:

Successful Feedback: the one simple formula for highly effective
Management Success Skills
Management Success Cards
Successful Delegation
Dealing with Difficult People

Video:
You Tube: https://www.youtube.com/user/SallyFoleyLewis

Client Testimonials:
“Sally was a vital, positive and engaging Chairperson and expert speaker at the EA/PA Skills
Forum, which I produced for Tonkin Corporation. Sally was a popular speaker and a vital element
of the forum. Her energy and enthusiasm for her subject is infectious, her delivery I would describe
as electric as she buzzes across the stage. One delegate described her in the feedback as simply
"Brilliant." I highly recommend Sally as a coach and speaker.”
Clare Mansbridge, Communications Events Project Manager
“Sally presented an informative, practical and relevant training session to The Speakers Practice Practice Forum. Sally quickly engaged with the group and kept their interest for the whole session.
It was a highly interactive session and the group felt comfortable to enter into discussions with
Sally. Certainly, all the groups needs were addressed and the attendees felt comfortable with
discussing the issues raised. The session was practical and handled with experience to an adult
audience. I can highly recommend Sally as an experienced Trainer and Coach. Sally is highly
professional and is very approachable and friendly. Thanks Sally for your brilliant training session.”
Adrienne McLean, The Speakers Practice
“Sally is an extremely effective communicator. She delivers with great energy and passion. Sally
commits herself to every task she undertakes and ensures her clients a successful outcome. Her
professionalism coupled with her positive nature makes her someone you would want on your team.”
Lyndal Hansen, Amarna Pty Ltd
“Sally is a joy to work with. I have had the pleasure of working with Sally both as a coach and in a
training capacity. As a trainer Sally is fully of energy, engaging and incredibly creative. She brings
the best out in people and keeps the enthusiasm in the room, even in the face of a tough audience.
Her ideas for our away day were brilliant, on budget and enjoyed by everyone who participated.”
Sarah Green, Senior Project Specialist at Telstra
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To Whom It May Concern
CCSA is a trusted not for profit organisation providing specialist information and support in governance,
management, compliance, business support and workplace relations for early childhood education and
care services.
CCSA engaged Sally to present a keynote, master class and workshop at our recent Leadership Day,
followed by our conference, Continuing the conversation: are all the voices being heard? which was held
at the Hunter Valley Crowne Plaza on 17-19 October 2013.
The presentations included:
1 hour keynote: Collaborative Leadership (60 delegates)
3 hour master class: Addressing issues quickly and effectively (35 delegates)
1 hour workshop: The Big 3: get these sorted and you’ll be a more productive and successful
director (77 delegates)
Overwhelmingly, delegates strongly agreed that the presentations met their expectations, were
practical, thought provoking and provided useful examples they could apply at work. Delegates
particularly enjoyed the opportunities to collaborate with and learn from their peers.
Sally’s knowledge and expertise in communication skills was clearly evident, with delegates requesting
feedback about how they could approach certain issues within their own organisations.
Sally’s presenting style is energetic, fun, down to earth and professional. She has the ability to present
concepts and practical solutions in an easy to understand way with lots of laughter. There were
definitely lots of ‘light-bulb’ moments as delegates reflected on how they could enhance their own
communication skills.
I highly recommend Sally for future speaking roles.
Yours Sincerely

Samantha Edmonds
CEO
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To view more:
LinkedIn: http://au.linkedin.com/in/sallyfoleylewis/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/fasttrackmanagers
Twitter: @SallyFoleyLewis
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